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PREAMBLE 

This paper is not intended primarily as a tribute to John 
Gibbons1 so much as a tribute to the method of research he 
advocated and the energetic style with which he practised it. As 
is abundantly clear to full-time students, it is impossible to 
divorce a speaker from his/her subject and, in the case of John 
Gibbons, it was the man, first and foremost, who made the 
material memorable. 

This paper is a review of one particular line of research in 
which John had made an important contribution and was keen to 
pursue; sea-level changes and Pacific prehistory. I shall briefly 
summarise relevant aspects of John's work and then go on to 
discuss their likely developments in more depth. 

BACKGROUND 

Until a few years ago, no links had been formally suggested 
between sea-level changes and the prehistory of the Pacific, 
although Mediterranean archaeologists had utilised geological 
evidence for sea-level changes2, the importance of which had also 
been recognised as bearin~ on questions about pre-Roman 
environments in central London ,for instance. The idea that sea 

• John Gibbons drowned off Lakeba in eastern Fiji in mid
November 1986. This paper is based on a public lecture given at 
the University of the South Pacific on April 9th 1987. 
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level rising across th ~' "hallow Sunda shelf in south-east Asia in 
the last few thOUS.l'ld years explains the we II documented 
settlement history of ~hat region has recently gahed significant 
support4. 

Yet in relation ro the Pacific, the two sut-Iects had been 
linked only in passin~5 and most prehistorians are today still 
largely unaware of tho ! history or the environmeT'!al implications 
of past sea-level Lhanges, and Quaternary ',cientists, who 
investigate such changl~~,. are mostly ignorant of th~ir implications 
for prehistory. This \\'.IS cert~inly the situation a$ John Gibbons 
perceived it6,7. 

John first recognbed the importance of sea-level changes in 
his study of the disl ribution of species variants of the crested 
iguana, Brachy/ophus vitiensis, in Fiji8 and quickly realised that, 
had iguana communitk s been isolated from each other by rising 
sea levels, so would hum an communities have been. 

John Gibbons T\:.liowed up this latter thougt'.r because he 
failed to find adequat< published recognition of the effect of sea
level changes on Pacific prehistory9. Furthermore, CIS a scientist, 
albeit one who was a committed populariser, he was angered by 
the anthropocentric approach of much writing of prehistorians 
which pictured the sea merely as part of the passi ;(:' fabric of the 
stage on which people <I • .ted out the events of history. 

PAST SEA-LEVEL CHA~GES 

The magnitude of past sea-level oscillations is disputed but, 
for most researchers, it is no problem to believe that changes of 
up to 200m have occurred in the last 20 or 30 million years10. 
There is less afJeement on the causes and chronology of past sea
level variations 1, The dominant cause was climatic change. At 
least during the last three million years, ice in the polar regions 
has fluctuated both in volume and extent in response to small 
cyclical changes in global temperature - ice sheets formed where 
none were before and covered vast areas of the continents, 
especially in the northern hemisphere. As ice sheets form and 
extend across the land, so the level of the sea falls. Thus the 
climate changes of the last three million years were shadowed 
closely by sea-level chanles, the picture being best-known for the 
last 160,000 years or s09,1 , 
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What concerns us most in Pacific prehistory are the sea
level changes of the last 20-30,000 years. The I ast Interglacial 
period, when world climate was essentially similar to what it is 
today, ended 70,000 years ago when the most recent ice age, the 
Wtirm, began. The Wtirm was one of the most severe ice ages of 
the last three million years and, at its peak, around 18,000 years 
ago, sea level was around 150m below its present level. In the last 
18,000 years, the sea has risen to its present level, and it is this 
rise, much of which occurred during the Holocene epoch, the name 
for the last 10,000 years of Earth history and corresponding to 
the post-glacial (post-ice age) era, which had great implications 
for the contemporary inhabitants of the Earth. 

In a series of f?Rers, John Gibbons propounded his views on 
these implications6, ,1. ,14. He drew attention to what a map of 
the south and west Pacific would have looked liJr.c 10,000 years 
ago and noted that, critical for an understanding of prehistory, 
the land area of most Pacific islands would have bGcn much larger 
than today and island: would have existed where there are none 
today. 

ENVIRONMENTS OF PREHISTORY 

At the start of the last ice age, people and animals which 
had adapted to temperate climates would have left their homelands 
as temperatures fell and the ground began to freeze and moved 
towards the warmer tropics. At the height of the last ice age, 
movement within the tropics would have been greatly facilitated 
by low sea levels. Land bridges would have been exposed between 
South-East Asia and Australia, for instance 7. 

In the south and west Pacific, only small land bridges within 
island groups ·would have been created and these were probably 
not important to regional considerations of human migration, 
although their zoological importance has been demonstrated8. 

Climate could ha\'e been anbther factor in contemporary 
migration - minor ice sheets and glaciers existed ;n New Guinea 
during the last ice age and highland temperatures would have risen 

·little above freezing PI lint at the warmest time of the year. The 
oldest-known settlemeut in New Guinea was at Kosipe in the 
eastern highlands 1t'.000 years ago15 although there is 
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circumstantial evidence suggesting that' the area was inhabited 
perhaps 10,000 years before this time 16. The fir~t evidence of 
settlement in the oceanic Pacific was not until 3,250 years ago in 
the Santa Cruz group of Solomon Islands17. The hiatus between 
this date and that of the Ko "pe settlement is remarkable ' 
especially since it includes the time when optimal conditions for 
migration prevailed in the western Pacific, 12,000-5.1)00 years ago; 
optimal because sea level was both lower and risitJg, and because 
highland climates were less attractive for settlement than they are 
today. 

A possible explarl:ltion for this hiatus in setth ment history is 
that sites of age ben; 'een c26,000 and 3,250 ye Irs ago in the 
oceanic Pacific are no'," submerged. This was one of John Gibbons' 
most treasured ideas - that western Pacific settler. 'ents pre-dating 
3,250 years ago, the. date of the oldest known Pacific Lapita 
settlement, had been submerged which is why they have not yet 
been found7. There is no firm evidence to support this contention 
though it is not unreascd,;ble9. 

Assuming that they exist, a key to finding submerged 
settlements, dating from the hiatus between c26.000 and 3,250 
years ago, lies in con:.ideration of the contemporary Pacific island 
environments. Most isl.mds which had been reef-frhged during the 
last Interglacial would have been converted during rhe last ice age 
into fortresses, steep-sided, probably difficult to land on, and 
certainly unattractive to potential settlers7,14. Yet clearly some 
islands would have bu:n more suitable for settlemcat than others 
and therefore most ILely, all other things being equal, to have 
been settled. But let us look at the types of e wironment and 
settlement that might . lave been established on Pa :::ific islands, say 
10,000 years ago at lile end of the last ice age, when the sea 
level was perhaps 25-35 n below its present level18. 

The fortress-type of island would not have attracted settlers, 
especially in an arclllrelago where choice . was po~s; ble. However, 
assuming that such .:n island was settled, the most suitable 

. environment would have been along the mouths of rivers which 
breached the reef-limestone walls of the island. These places 
would have been comparatively sheltered, easy to land on, allowed 
access to the island's interior and, most importanJy, would have 
been ' close to the sea on which the settlers largelY depended for 
food. 
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The valley sides would have been the best places for 
settlement, being clos~ to the coast and unC:oubtedly well
watered. It is unlikc 'Y that caves would have existed here, 
although they would h~ve d~ the limestone ::liffs facing the 
coast. These coastal . aves m~e been inhabited but would 
have mostly been fro lted by only ~arrow CO?..:, 11 strand. This 
implies that very litt\<.: lateral erosion ( was accomplished at this 
time, presumably owing to the rising tendency of sea level. Such 
an inference iUsupported. by the absence of ero~ional shoreline 
features on most modeln Pacific island submarine slope)9. 

Had the potential settlers wanted to practise horticulture, 
they would have found few suitable areas close to the coast on 
most islands at this time. The lower parts of thf. valleys 10,000 
years ago would have been marshy, owing to the thickness of the 
alluvial fill accumulated since sea level began risillg from around 
85-95m below its present level, and probably quite saline as a 
result of infiltration of sl.'a water into the alluvial plain. 

Assuming that ; alley-side slopes would have been prime 
settlement sites, it is highly unlikely that any trace of settlements 
in these places will t ver be found because sediment filled the 
valleys during the subsequent sea-level rise20. 

The inundation of coastal settlements dl ring the early 
Holocene occurred at rates perhaps as high as :~5m/1,OOO years 
between 7,000 and 9,000 years ag021, so valley-side settlements 
would have migrated up-valley and the quality of • { .. e environment 
for settlement woule! !'Iave probably declined as rhe valley floor 
narrowed and the vaPcy sides steepened. Emigration appears the 
more likely course for settlers on the most typical island types at 
this time and certainly for those people who irhabited islands 
which are now submerged. The latter idea echoes Dumont 

d'Urville's thesis of (n ancient continent in the PaCific, the 
sinking of which had caused its inhabitants to flee to the 
mountain tops where they developed subsequently in comparative 
cultural isolation22. 

Again, accepting its existence for the purpOS( s of argument, 
a long, reasonably C(l'1t ;.nuous pre-Lapita cultural sequence would 
be preserved only on islands which retained favourable 
environments for setth ment in spite of the rising sea level. An 
island like Totoya in Fiji - a drowned volcanic caldera - is a 
likely candidate (FigUJe 1). Well-watered and she.tered sites for 
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Fig.1 
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R«~nI Env~nlal Chong~s 

The island 11 Totoya, Fiji. A - preseu-day situation, 
settlements ~hown in black; B - 10,000 years ago, the 
shoreline ta;(en as approximating the modem 35m 
isobath. A,: spot heights in metres. L (thymetric data 
from the srllVey by H.M.S. Herald in j:i55, shown on 
Admiralty chu. t 1248. 
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settlements would ha\'\~ been found in the bottom and along the ' 
gently-sloping flanks of what is now the lagum, and these 
settlements would ha\Ot' been moved upwards as the sea level rose. 
There would have bec:n little change in the existir.~ environmental 
advantages of the site :-.side from a reduction in overall land area. 

Another island which could have retain :1 a suitable 
environment for settlell ent throughout the Holocen ! was Vava'u in 
Tonga (Figure 2). Tl~ south-facing coastline 0 : the island is 
characterised by r(; e ntr~mts23 - deep, steep-:;;ided, sinuous 
channels, the bottom.; of which are now filled with Holocene 
sediment. Attractive settlement sites would have been found 10,000 
years ago at the landward ends of these re-entrants which would 
have provided shelter, both for boats and settlers, and good 
fishing. 

Other island ellvironments where evidence: of a long 
settlement history might be preserved include tho, e with a wide 
insular platform. such as that in Fiji surrounding V ti Levu, Vanua 
Levu, the Yasawas and Ringgold islands and that in Western Samoa 
between and to the sO!lth of Savai'i and Upolu. Th, ' outer edges of 
these wide platforms \o\ould have been eroded in m •• ny places while 
sea level was relativel;, low. They would probably have presented 

Fig. 2 
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The island of Vava'u, Tonga (stipple), a '~o showing the 
80m isobath. 
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attractive sites for h '.i·,itation along valley moutk. 8.000-10.000 
years ago when sea k Jel was about 35m below It. present level. 
The steady encroachm.'.'nt of the sea across the insl .lar shelf would 
have forced the settle 's to migrate landwards. It is perhaps no · 
coincidence that the () . .-Jest known site on Viti LI~vu in Fiji - at 
Natunuku17 - face~ a wide insular shelf across Wh1Ch. it may have 
been shifted earlier. 

I now want to turn to the later part of the Holocene. 
following the time sea level had reached and had exceeded its 
present level24. Most reconstructions place the (n lajor) Holocene 
high sea level in the Pacific at 3.500-4,000 years agu at a level of 
as much as 3m higher than at present25. The example shown in 
Figure 3 derives from sOl...thern Viti Levu26. 

The evidence for a middle to late Holocene sea level higher 
than that of the present is widespread on Pacifi.; island coasts. 
This time was significant because it represented a time of 
comparative stability of sea level - probably the first time in the 

Fig. 3 
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Holocene sea-level curve for southern Viti Levu, Fiji. 
The solid line represents present mean sea level. 
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previous c14,000 years that sea level was changing slowly enough 
to allow erosional coastal landforms to develop. On most Pacific 
islands, erosional shore platforms would have been cut around low
tide level. At the landward end of the platforms would have been 
notches. In the last 3,500 years or so, sea level has fallen to its 
present level and these shore platforms have emerged. Thus, in a 
few thousand years, the coastlines of the majority of Pacific 
islands have been transformed from unattractive into highly 
attractive environments for settlement. 4,000 years ago, the 
coastline would have been cliffed with very little flat land along 
the base, except around the entrances to valleys. Today, extensive 
coastal flats, mostly well-drained, are found along many Pacific 
island coastlines. It is clear that this transformation, occasioned 
by a fall in sea level, may have had a profound impact on the 
settlement history of the region. 

The perceived explosion of La~ita peoples setting in the 
Pacific came some 3,500 years ag04, 7. It may have marked a 
transition from a predominantly hunter-gatherinl mode of 
existence to one based largely on horticulture1 , a cultural 
transition which would perhaps have been impossible had the sea 
level not been falling. 

Let me illustrate this with reference to the islands of 
Tikopia in the south Solomon Islands and Vatulele in south-west 
Fiji. 

The prehistory of Tikopia has been studied in some detail27 

and the evidence thereon for a late Holocene relative fall in sea 
level is c1ear28. Figure 4 compares the modern topography of 
Tikopia to that c3,000 years ago. The brackish lake (Te Roto), 
once an inlet open to the sea, has now been enclosed by tombolos 
rising to only 3.5-4.0m above present mean sea level28. The 
western end of the island has extended seawards by 300m in 
places in the last c3,000 years. This was probably the most 
significant environmental change in the island's settlement history 
although one which was abetted and, to a limited degree, 
controlled by the islanders28. 

The island of Vatulele in south-west Fiji, is a low-lying, 
mostly limestone islam! (Figure 5). People arrived on Vatulele at 
least c3,000 years ago ,md must have found it quitf' unsuitable for 
the establishment of (l permanent settlement. Th-ey would have 
found no fresh water, a hard-going topography, and very little 
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Fig. 4 

R~c~nJ I!Itv~nlal Clulnges 

The island Jf Tikopia, Solomon Islands, adapted from 
Kirch and Yen 28. 
A: presenl-li:-., situation 
B: situation r. '1,000 years ago 

soil. The visitors left hehind pictorial messages, Lapita in style, on 
the cliffs of the islam 's west coast for people fall, ·wing them and 
then set off in sea ch of a more suitable environment for 
settlement. 

Although Vatule:l: still has occasional severe water shortages, 
the island is now hah table principally because of the sand dunes 
which accumulated on the limestone as the ;ea level fell, 
progressively exposing more and more of the lag Ion floor. This 
has happened since the visitors to Vatulele who painted on the 
cliffs. The area coverl!d by the dunes developed a thin though 
cultivatable soil, which i~ today used comparatively inte ·,<;ively. 

The inset in Figure 5 shows a section through Ekubu village 
on the east coast whe':'e a beach about 1,375 year:; old has been 
covered by dunes29. Their formation was compu atively recent. 
500 years from now . the environment of Vat ( ele will have 
changed again, the so lthern part of the lagoon ~ filling up, as 
the contours of sedime;lt thickness (Figure 5) shol i'. the northeast 
coast is extending, tn ::. central eastern coast is n· rreating30. This 
serves to emphasise t'le point that sea level is 3 dynamic not a 
passive factor in tJ e creation and destruction of suitable 
environments for settler.;ent31. 
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Fig. 5 Holocene deposits on Vatulele island, }o j ,~ inset shows 
section thror 19h coastal dunes at Ekubu (diagram from 
Nunn, in preJ,aration) 30 . 
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Atolls are baseL (,n reef-building corals whid , grew upwards, 
keeping pace with or lagging just behind the Holocene sea-level 
rise, and, around the time of the Holocene maximum sea level 
4,000 years. would hwe been simply a ribbon of living reef. 
surrounding a shallD". sediment-filled lagoon. Th(; atolls at this 
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time would have been inter-tidal, largely unvegetat, :u and virtually 
uninhabitable. Only as the sea level began to fall in the late 
Holocene would the c 'est of the reef have been eJcposed and, like 
a wall in the middle of the ocean, sand would have piled up 
around it, vegetation would have become established and soil 
formed. Atoll countries are habitable toda3' only l.lecause of the 
fall in sea level ove~ the last 4,000 years 2 and are particularly 
at threat in the future3 

1. . 

At the present time, Pacific island settlements are 
concentrated on the coastal flats exposed during the last 4,000 
years. The economic development of the Pacific, its industrial and 
agricultural bases, are all dependent on activities which are 
carried out in greatest part on what is often qllite a narrow 
coastal strip. 

The effects of l hanges in sea level on the suitability of 
Pacific island coastlines as environments for settlerr::'11t in the past 
is manifest yet it onl:· ' serves to remind us how vulnerable are 
these environments. Jw t as the sea level rose and fell in the past, 
so it will rise and f<>'] again in the future, and it is likely that 
the effects on Pacific island peoples will be equ? 'Iy if not more 
profound than we infer rhese effects to have been in thepast31. 

CONCLUSION 

An implication of Holocene sea-level rise for Pacific 
prehistory is that present-day coastal or near-coastal 
archaeological sites art: not those of the earliest Pacific peoples. 
The main evidence in support of this is inferential - that people 
were in New Guinea at least 26,000 years ago, tl-Jat lowered sea 
levels particularly betw !en about 12,000 and 5,000 y'~ars ago would 
have facilitated "isllli~d-hopping" between New (iuinea and the 
Pacific islands to tht: east, and that the al'parently rapid 
expansion of western 1- acific (Lap ita) settlement arol'.nd 3,000-4,000 
years ago is difficult to explain. 

The key to finding clear evidence of earlier settlements lies 
in reconstructions of :untemporary environments, ;':il evaluation of 
their suitability for settlement, and the likelihood J{ them having 
been on a route fo lowed by potential settlers. Some islands
Totoya (Fiji) and Va\',l'U (Tonga) - stand out as having retained 
highly suitable environn 'ents for settlement throughout most of the 
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early Holocene sea-level rise but the likelihool : of potential 
settlers having encountel"ed them is more problematical. 

Rapid sea-level lise would clearly have beer. a stimulus to 
migration not only aclOSS gently-sloping peri-insula. platforms but 
also between islands ence the suitability of the t'ilvironment for 
settlement declined. R::mg sea levels around small, isolated, steep
sided Pacific islands d ... ring the early and middle f_olocene would 
clearly have catalyse(~ the development of th ; boat-building 
technology necessary fl,r the inhabitants to migrate. The widely
acknowledged (and vlI":-Jously attributed) antiquity of the advanced 
seafaring technology (If Pacific islanders could th 'ls be explained 
as an expediency arising from environmental change. 

Changes in Pacific island cultures over the last 3,000 years . 
or so have been influenced by a contemporary fall in sea level 
which laid bare coast, I flats on which ' most settic-ments came to 
be located. The amelillration of environments for settlement over 
the last 3,000 years was fortuitous, an observation which serves to 
stress the vulnerability of these environments to fu ture changes of 
sea level. 

Many of the ideas mentioned above are those of John 
Gibbons, others are those which arose from the present writer's 
numerous stimulating discussions with him. Credit for challenging 
many existing ideas ibout Pacific prehistory belongs to John 
Gibbons and this should not be forgotten as lhe debate he 
initiated continues33. 
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